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About This Content

We want YOU to join the USAAF!

The Bomber Crew USAAF DLC features an iconic American Bomber which holds more Crew than ever, over a brand new
campaign set in a never before seen Theatre of War!

Dig on for victory while fighting it out with all new enemy fighters and Aces while ensuring that you check on the enemy below,
as danger also now comes from the seas as much as it comes from the skies. Get cracking, remain cool as a cucumber and make

sure your crew returns once more!

Bomber Crew USAAF DLC Features;

- The iconic American Bomber!
- Nine crew members!

- New enemy fighter types!
- Deadly foes from the seas!

- A thrilling campaign set in an all new Theatre Of War!
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Title: Bomber Crew: USAAF
Genre: Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Runner Duck
Publisher:
Curve Digital
Release Date: 23 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8.1/10 x86/x64

Processor: Intel Core i3-530 (4 * 3000) or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce 9800 GT (1024 MB)

Storage: 500 MB available space

English,French,German,Russian,Polish,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese
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No sir, didnt care for it, especially not for that price. I have not played a top down shooter as fun as this one in a long time.

Pros:
* Reasonable and fun dodging of enemies and bullets compared to some other shooters where the visuals or the enemies are so
overwhelming.
* Brilliant game mechanics. Switching between the two dimensions is brilliant and fun, but that's not the only nice game
mechanic in here.
* Local co-op.
* Nice visuals, and the performance was very solid at 60fps, though I'm running it on a powerful machine so I'm not sure if this
statement holds true on lower end machines.
* Gamepad (SteamController) worked well out of the box.

Platform specific pros:
* Runs well on Linux (nVidia with binary driver)
* Worked as expected in dual monitors setup.

Cons:
* The game could not remember my screen resolution settings and default to a low resolution setting, so I have to set it every
time I launch the game. Though that's not a big problem since changing the resolution was very fast.
* Pressing B on the controller in the menu doesn't work (doesn't take you to upper menu), so I have to use Esc on the keyboard
instead.

UPDATE:
- The upper two issues mentioned in the cons section seems to have been fixed now (not sure if there was an update to the game
itself, or maybe some update to my system).
- Another con I would add now that I have finished the campaign is that the campaign is shorter than one would wish. That
doesn't change my overall review though. I hope they provide some more levels through a DLC or something.

Overall: Highly recommended if you like top down shooters.. You want to know what's fun about this game?
The cool music!
The rad level layouts!
The awesome character design!

You want to know what's not fun about this game?
Bat Jumping. That level is garbage, there's like a 50% chance you'll actually make it to the next platform if you land on the bat
like you're supposed to. This level wasn't fun, it was cheap.

Other than that one particular level, this game is great! 8/10

Edit: Actually, all sections where you have to jump on bats seem to be broken. So if you're at a part where there's bats... I gotta
say it's a solid 7/10

Edit (again): Wow, they still haven't fixed the parts with the bats... seriously?? 5/10 I guess?
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Edit (again again): well... as someone who's played over 6 hours of this garbage game... They Breathe is about the same price,
but doesn't have any annoying bugs. A mediocre puzzle platformer rendered unplayable by unskippable cinematics.

Possibly appropriate for small children.. This is a game to chill out an relax to. The turn-based combat is pretty fun, if you're
into turn-based RPG combat. The story is boring, though it has its moments of interest, it's really nothing to write home about.
What you're getting into this game for is to Explore- to journey from one end of the world to another back and forth, combing it
for details and loot and NPCs and anything else it has to offer you. Put your feet up, relax, and dive in. It's fun, in its own way,
if you get into the mindset. If not- it will bore you, no real question about it. But if you're on board for just exploring and
playing the pretty damn satisfying battle system, and enjoying the utterly bonkers soundtrack, this will be a fun one.

Of note- there's a demo that's utterly MASSIVE, to the point that I recommend only playing a bit of it, because the saves don't
transfer, and it can be boring playing through the same multiple hours of exploring again to catch up to where you were. Try it
out though.
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It could have been a good game, but the levels where the pattern disapears are just stupid. It's too hard to draw precisely and it's
boring to retry again and again.. Poor netcode, small playerbase, unfair combat due to leveling system giving you stronger moves
and stronger weapons.. The guide book in the game folder has errors.The guide book on steam community pages is really useful.
The characters of this game really looks nice.. Very well made, fast paced and keeps you playing for awhile. I don't have a
whole ton of time on it but its an amazing game altogether.. GARBAGE WORST GAME IVE EVER PLAYED RATHER
PLAY FORNIGHTE FOR A YEAR!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!. Pretty good game, reminds me of a harder version of dayz standalone,
lots of things to do and everything is really awesome and random. I love it! 9/11 bald ducks. It's an interesting approach which
hasn't really been explored before. The program as it stands is still lacking in features compared to existing drawing platforms
but what it has is fast and fluid to use and can already produce designs almost impossible to replicate in other programs. I'm
looking forward to seeing what this becomes and I'm happy I backed them.
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